
Automated Identity Verification Enforced with Human Supervision



Remote User Onboarding
Example of a basic user journey.


Identity verification is usually an essential step to sign up a valuable customer.
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What is iDenfy?
iDenfy is a global, remote identity verification service for businesses that need 

to verify customers in their onboarding process. With experience gathered in 

financial, crypto, gambling, mobility, e-commerce, adult and other industries 

we can help You to:

Comply with latest KYC/AML regulations;

Verify age of your customer;
Prevent fraud, minimize chargeback rates;

Scan & extract customers’ data from documents 

seamlessly;

Upload and check additional documents, like bank 

statements, birth certificates and others;

Recognize the face of the person in real time and match it 

with the document in seconds;

White-label the whole process so it would look native for 

your customers;

Inspect the validity and authenticity of the document;

Run customers’ data through anti-money laundering & law 

enforcement databases;

Check if the person is actually present at the time of 

verification and protect from any spoofing attacks;

Optimize onboarding budget with a clear pricing structure.
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4-Step Process
Our 4-step process can be completed in under 30 seconds.

Choose a country Choose a document type Capture a photo of the document Take a selfie
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ID Document Verification
Data scanning using the AI based optical character recognition (OCR) 

technology which let’s to extract the following data in 0,02 seconds:

Name;

Document number;

Date of birth;

Nationality;

Document issuing country;

Surname;

Expiry date;

Personal code;

Gender;

Document type.
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1500+ 195 documents supported from  countries

Remote document validation using machine readable zone (MRZ) scan 

(decoding the MRZ into checksums to calculate the authenticity of document).



Optional remote document validation using PDF417 barcode decoder.



Near field communication (NFC) reading ability. Spoof-proof validation of 

government issued E-passports and ID cards with microchip technology.



Detecting forged, fantasy, skewed, damaged documents.



The automated process is double checked manually in the background to 

ensure correctness of the process.



Facial RecognitionFacial Recognition
Developed in-house, tested & ceritified by ”Kaunas University of Technology” 

scientists. We use machine learning and biometric data to scan faces, run 

in-depth analysis, match and verify with ID photos automatically.

Powered by AI, scanning 160 face points in less than 0.5 s;

98,4% accuracy tested in a trial of 5 million faces;

Detects spoofing (photos) & montage;

Creates a face map of the user which can be used to 

blacklist unwanted users or to find duplicates.
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3D Liveness Detection
Certified and audited by ISO. Top level security feature that ensures the person 

is actually present while using your platform. Can protect from highly 

sophisticated fraud attacks and detect:

Digital images and 2D pictures;

High and low-resolution videos;

Deep fakes;

Paper masks;

Sleeping or closed eyes individuals;

Silicone and Hollywood masks;

Wax figures and realistic dolls;

3D projections & 3D heads.
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3D Face (re)Authentication
3D liveness detections system can be adapted to (re)authenticate the user. 

With a best user experience in mind you can rescan your customer liveness & 

biometrics without going through the whole verification process again.

Check and validate if the same user has the access to the 

account;

Quickly verify the user upon larger, unexpected or suspicious 

transactions;

Authenticate the user in case of lost password to ensure 

account is not stolen;

Enable face authentication login to account every time for 

premium users who are cautious about their account security.
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AML Databases Screening
Alongside with a successful verification we can check your customer in global 

AML databases to fully comply with regulations. It is done seamlessly and 

suspected results are provided in the dashboard or through API.
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Politically exposed persons internal & public databases;

International Sanctions Lists:


OICV-IOSCO, World Bank, United, Nations - Consolidated 

sanctions list, United Nations -Development, Programme / 

Ineligibility List, United Nations - Office for Project, Services / 

Vendor Sanctions, UE - European Bank for Reconstruction & 

Development, African Development Bank, Asian 

Development Bank, Pacific Islands - Most Wanted Fugitives, 

European Union - Consolidated list of sanctions, Interpol.

Negative news;

Other local sanctions and law enforcement databases 

from:

Lost and stolen documents databases.

EUROPEAN UNION, NORWAY, SWITZERLAND, RUSSIA,

SINGAPORE, UK, USA, UAE, UKRAINE

Single checks, Rechecks & Ongoing daily screening in:



24/7 Human Supervision
Using AI, OCR, and other technologies we make sure the verification process is 

fast and accurate but because we are dealing with people, different kinds of 

documents, devices, and customer environments we want to ensure nothing is 

missed and each potential customer is onboarded on your platform.



To tackle this task we employ a team of identity experts to get the best result 

and double-check the work of the machine.
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Each verification is double-checked by our in-house team of 

identity experts;

An additional layer of security with manual liveness (video 

recording) and fraud detection done in the background;

Increases the success rate of verification and accuracy of data 

extracted from multiple documents;

Customize the flow of verification process – can be done 

seamlessly in the background after the automatic check or with 

a short delay to avoid any surprises.
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Video Call
Sometimes selfie verification is not enough and it depends on specific countries 

regulations. Video call software helps to additionally verify customers with a 

live agent to tick the remaining security boxes.
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Videos recorded and accessible through the same dashboard;

Integration into verification flow;

3 types of video call. Agent can have conversation with a customers, 

ask the prepared questions and input the answers into a report.

01Basic video call 02
Video call with 

photos upload 

functionality;
03

Video call with direct 

document OCR & MRZ scan, 

plus the face matching, done 

by the agent.

Please note that we provide the software 

but not the agent for video calls.
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Customizable

Verification Flow
Default Verification Flow

One callback
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Custom Verification Flow 1 Custom Verification Flow 2
Two callbacks Two callbacks



Zapier Integration
Integrate and automate identity verification with with more than 3,000 apps for 

complete efficiency of your workflow.

Shopify trigger iDenfy action Gmail action

When someone registers to buy


adult products.

Verify customer’s identity and age. Receive confirmation in email.
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Interactive Dashboard
Data of your customers will be easily accessible with a clear and user friendly 

dashboard from your admin panel through our website. 

Create identity verification sessions straight from the 

dashboard and send it to your customers in a form of the link 

through an email or sms;

Track verifications statistics and finance;

Sort by country, document type, date etc.;

Configure details of user interface (white label);

Assign managers with different permissions;

Run a scan on your customer in AML databases directly in 

dashboard;

Access customers verification data;

Document & face photos;

Client ID;

IP address;

Liveness check;

AML databases check results;

Export verification data in a .pdf or .csv formats.
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Is the technical side

flexible?
Most users do not like jumping from one platform to another so we 

made sure that it is very easy to integrate our product using API 

and even adapt it to your system. Integration time may vary but it 

can be done in matter of minutes!

Technical support is a major factor in integration process. When 

we partner up officially you are guaranteed with 24 hours 

response time from our IT support. 


Check the FAQ and support desk here:

Documentation is public, check the links below:
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https://documentation.idenfy.com/

https://help.idenfy.com/

https://documenter.getpostman.com/view/10843501/TVYQ1tvz

Client Redirect or iFrame;

Direct processing;

Mobile SDK: Native Android & IOS;

Cordova SDK;

React Native SDK;

Flutter SDK;

Zapier (3000+ apps integration).

https://documentation.idenfy.com/
https://help.idenfy.com/
https://documenter.getpostman.com/view/10843501/TVYQ1tvz


What about user experience?
No matter what technologies are in use the user experience can be a final 

factor in the onboarding process. We understand that so we made sure your 

customer gets the best treatment possible.
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Smooth design of the verification process;

Can be white labeled to your own branding and colors 

to look native;

Skip the steps of country and document selection to 

improve the flow even further.
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What about user experience?
Effective video instructions before the verification starts to ensure the user 

completes the process successfully. 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qx82ba1kiqc

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qx82ba1kiqc


What about user experience?
Not everybody is tech-savvy and sometimes human assistance is needed. 

Because your verifications are protected with 24/7 human supervision our 

support team is always accessible with integrated end-customer chat.
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Is it secure?
Your customer data is not just a highly sensitive information but a valuable 

asset as well. We have implemented strict safety guidelines into our 

management to eradicate any risks.

ISO/IEC 27001:2013 Information Security Management 

System certificate;

Data stored on AWS servers. Utilizing AWS Lambda to provide 

an automatic scaling;

Full GDPR compliance; Other certificates.
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Is it cost-effective?
Identity verification is an important part in user onboarding but it should not 

harm your budget. With iDenfy many types of verifications are completely 

FREE because You are charged for approved/successful verifications only:

You can save up to  on your onboarding costs comparing to other major identity verification providers.50%

Denied verifications of any kind are on us, so you always know what are you 

paying for letting you optimize your expenses and invest in other important 

aspects of your business.
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Other benefits?
Adding to the top-notch technology, responsive support and budget friendly 

pricing model:

We are constantly published in various media channels and ranked at top 10 

positions for main industry keywords in Google (USA, UK, European markets).

We can adapt to your custom requirements and always discuss new 

features development which could benefit you.

You are a partner, not a customer for us. We are keen to announce 

new partnerships on our marketing and external PR channels 

providing your brand an always needed awareness.
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Fraud Focused
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iDenfy Shield

Proxy Detection Customer & Transaction


Risk Score

Social Profile Score

Behavior AnalysisDeep Phone


Number Check

Credit Card Check



About Company

Founded in ;2017

Lithuania - ranked  by 

fintechweekly online journal;

number 4 in global fintech innovation

Main headquarters in Kaunas “ ”;Science and Technology park

Fintech Startup of the year 2020.21
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To make identity verification and fraud prevention tools easily accessible, 

affordable and user friendly to businesses of all types and sizes.

Mission



Trusted by Partners
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Banking

Sharing Economy

Gambling

Other

Blockchain

Fintech

200+ more...



Thank You

As we are constantly innovating please be aware that some details of 

our product could be unincluded in this presentation-deck.

We encourage to set up a live demo call with one of our awesome 

team members to get the full introduction to our system.

Members and friends with innovative organizations

Striving for a safer digital world


